DOWNTOWN REVIEW BOARD
MEETING AGENDA
Wednesday, April 14, 2021 – 4:00 p.m.
Pursuant to Jackson County Executive Order dated November 18, 2020 requiring residents to stay at
home and limiting public gatherings, this meeting will be conducted by taking safe social distancing
measures as required by the Order.
The public may participate via telephone conference by calling
(816) 743-4875 – Conference ID: 438 389 134#
as provided in Section 610.020(4) RSMo.
Members of the Downtown Review Board will be participating via video conference and/or telephone as
provided in Section 610.020(1) RSMo.
1

CALL TO ORDER, ROLL CALL, & CONSENT AGENDA
A.

2

March 9, 2021 meeting minutes

REVIEW OF PROJECT APPLICATIONS
A.

DRB-03-21-7715 / 1101 West Main Street / The Springs Downtown / Façade modifications to the
front and corner side of building

3

OTHER BUSINESS

4

ADJOURN
If special accommodations are required for citizen participation in this meeting,
PLEASE CALL 228-0207 (VOICE) OR 228-0250 (TDD)

Agenda posted at the following locations:
City Hall, 903 W. Main Street
City’s website
http://www.bluespringsgov.com/AgendaCenter
April 12, 2021
A quorum of the City Council may be in attendance however no City Council votes will be taken.
Community Development

04.14.2021 DRB
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City of Blue Springs
903 W. Main
Blue Springs, Missouri 64015
Downtown Review Board
MINUTES
Tuesday, March 9, 2021
Pursuant to Jackson County Executive Order dated November 18, 2020 and any subsequent amendments and Phase 2.5 of the
Eastern Jackson County Recovery Plan limiting public gatherings, this meeting will be conducted by taking safe social distancing
measures as required by the Order.

A meeting of the Downtown Review Board of the City of Blue Springs was held via conference call, as allowed
under § 610.020(1), RSMo, which permits conference call meetings and roll call votes in emergency situations
due to the current health crisis and state of emergency, with the following members, guests and staff in attendance:
ATTENDANCE

Chris Sandie, Public Works Dir.
Jaime Russell, Chamber Member
Mike Mallon, Comm. Dev. Dir.
Jason Ellis, Chairperson

STAFF/OTHERS

Matt Wright, Asst. Director
Karen Findora, DRB Liaison

ABSENT

Jennifer Hauschild, Vice Chair
Ashley Hose, PC Alt. Rep.
Chris Lievsay, Council, Dist.2

CALL TO ORDER
ROLL CALL

Chairperson Jason Ellis, called the meeting to order at 4:05 p.m. and
requested a roll call from Karen Findora, DRB Liaison, which is reflected in
the minutes.

Galen Ericson, Council, Dist. 1
Mitchell Peil, PC Rep. 1
LaKeisha Veal, PC Alt. Rep. 2

Chairperson Ellis requested action on the Consent Agenda with a motion by
Planning Commission Rep. 1, Mitchell Peil to approve the Minutes of
January 14, 2021, a second from Board Member Chris Sandie, and a
unanimous vote via roll call, the Minutes were approved as submitted.
(6-Aye, 0-No)
Board Member Mike Mallon arrived at 4:10 p.m.
AGENDA ITEM 2A /
DRB-03-21-7675 / “302 SW
DRB Minutes – 03.09.2021
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Matt Wright, Assistant Director Community Development, stated that the
applicant Chad McAtee, RC McAtee Constructions, LLC is requesting to
construct a new single-family house located at 302 SW 16th Street. This is a
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16th Street” / Construct a
single-family house

similar request that came in front of the board on December 1, 2020. At that
time the applicant, Chad McAtee, was proposing a duplex on the property
with a Conditional Use Permit, which was denied by the City Council and
the Planning Commission. The applicant has returned with a single-family
plan, which is allowed without a CUP, provided it meets all the development
standards in the Downtown Development Code. Once the lot has been
approved, it will likely be addressed as 304 SW 16th Street, since the house
to the south is 306.
The minimum lot standards, including setbacks, have been met. There is an
existing detached garage adjacent to the alley, which is proposed to be
removed, with a new single car garage to be constructed. This will allow for
a 10 ft. driveway into the garage from the alley. The existing parking pad in
front will remain in place, which will provide two parking spaces along 16th
Street.

QUESTIONS

Commissioner Peil questioned the garage entry and the color of the home.
Mr. Wright stated that the proposed garage will be an alley entry and that
staff does not review the paint colors of the house.
Councilmember Ericson questioned the surface from the garage to the alley.
Mr. Wright stated that the applicant will have to install a hard surface from
the garage to the alley, which will have to be concrete, asphalt, or brick
pavers. No improvements will be required to be made to the alley.
Board Member Mike Mallon questioned how far the garage would be setback
from the right-of-way. Mr. Wright stated it is 10 ft. and it would not be deep
enough for a car to park, he stated that, it’s just for ingress – egress to be able
to make the turn in and out of the garage. Member Mallon had concerns with
someone trying to park a vehicle in that location and a portion of the vehicle
encroaching into the alleyway. Member Mallon would like to see a condition
added to the report that either increases the length of the driveway to
accommodate a vehicle or reduces the length of the driveway to discourage
parking.

APPLICANT

MOTION
AGENDA ITEM 2A /
DRB-03-21-7675 / “302 SW
16th Street” / Construct a
single-family house
SECOND
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Chad McAtee, RC McAtee Construction, LLC
Mr. McAtee stated that the driveway for the new garage is just an entry point
and he doesn’t foresee anyone parking in that location. He anticipates that
the new buyer would park on the concrete pad that is located in the front of
the proposed home. Commissioner Peil asked if the home would be rented or
for sale. Mr. McAtee stated that it could be either or, but his main goal is to
sell the homes that he constructs.
Planning Commission Rep. 1 Mitchell Peil recommended the approval of
DRB-03-21-7675 with staff four conditions.

Seconded by Planning Commission Rep. LaKeisha Veal.
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DISCUSSION

Councilmember Ericson requested further discussion on the 10 ft. driveway.
He stated that the intent could go away once the applicant sells or rents the
property. Mr. Wright stated the Board could add a condition.

AMENDED MOTION
AGENDA ITEM 2A /
DRB-03-21-7675 / “302 SW
16th Street” / Construct a
single-family house

Planning Commission Rep. 1 Mitchell Peil recommended the approval of
DRB-03-21-7675 with the four conditions and add a fifth condition that the
driveway leading into the detached garage is resolved to either provide a
parking space of sufficient depth in moving the garage further way from the
rear property line to be able to provide a parking space of sufficient depth or
moving it closer to the property line so that a vehicle can’t be parked in that
driveway. Applicant is to submit a revised plot plan to staff before
construction can go forward.

SECOND

Seconded by Board Member Mike Mallon.

VOTE

OTHER BUSINESS
MEETING ADJOURN

Chris Sandie – Aye
Mike Mallon – Aye
Jaime Russell – Aye
LaKeisha Veal – Aye
Jennifer Hauschild, Vice Chair - Absent
Jason Ellis, Chairperson - Aye
(APPROVED 7-Aye, 0-No)

Galen Ericson – Aye
Mitchell Peil - Aye
Chris Lievsay – Absent
Ashely Hose – Absent

None.
With no further discussion, a motion was made by Planning Commission
Rep. 1 Mitchell Peil to adjourn at 4:32 p.m. Seconded by Councilmember
Galen Ericson.

____________________________
Respectfully Submitted by,
Karen Findora, Recording Secretary
____________________________________
Jason Ellis, Chairperson
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__________________________
Date
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DOWNTOWN
STAFF REPORT
Meeting Dates:
Project Name:
Site Location:
Project Request:

Historic Preservation Commission: April 13, 2021
Downtown Review Board: April 14, 2021
The Springs Downtown
1101 W. Main Street
DRB-03-21-7715 & HPC-03-21-7716; Downtown Application to review façade
modifications

Applicant:
Property Owner:
Staff Planner:

Creative Solutions / Michael Scott
Creative Solutions / Michael Scott
Matt Wright, Assistant Director Community Development

Project Description: The applicant is requesting approval of façade modifications to the front and corner
side building elevations along W. Main Street and NW 11th Street.
Staff
Recommendation:
Previous Actions:

Staff recommends approval with conditions of the Downtown Application.
Conditions are included at the end of the staff report.
Date
03/26/2007

Review Body
Planning
Commission

04/02/2007
10/05/2015

City Council
City Council

Action
Recommended approval of establishment of Downtown
Zoning District, rezoning property from “CB” (Central
Business) to “T5” (Urban Center).
Approved Rezoning from “CB” to “T5.”
Approved the designation of Conservation Areas,
including Conservation Area 2, covering the 1000 and
1100 blocks of W. Main Street.

Future Applications: A building permit is required for façade modifications as well as any additional
interior work not already permitted to accommodate the future tenant(s).
Adjacent Properties:

Direction
North:
South:
East:
West:

Current Zoning
Right-of-Way
Right-of-Way
Right-of-Way
“T5”
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Current Land Use(s)
NW Oak Street (local street)
W. Main Street (local street)
NW 11th Street (local street)
Retail / Restaurant

Project: The Springs Downtown (1101 W. Main St.)
Plan Case: DRB-03-21-7715 & HPC-03-21-7716

DOWNTOWN REVIEW BOARD ANALYSIS

Building Design
& Materials: High quality masonry building materials approved for the Downtown Zoning District include
stone, brick, cast stone, and stucco. These building materials must cover at least 50% of
the total facades of the building. EIFS and cement board siding may be used to meet the
masonry requirements, however, the total masonry requirement increases to 75%. Based
on the proposed building elevations, staff calculates 48.4% masonry (brick and CMU
block) on the front and corner side. The rear elevation was not included, however, as long
as the rear façade remains CMU, the total of all facades will meet the minimum 50%
masonry requirement.
In addition to the material requirements, Downtown Design Standards were developed
and approved in 2017, which includes the following recommendation that is relevant to the
application:
• Parapet walls should complement the scale, materials, and color of the building.
Review Criteria: The Downtown Review Board shall review and determine if the application meets all
applicable development standards under the Downtown Development Code. The 2017 Downtown
Design Standards are included in the Doing Business in Downtown Blue Springs guidebook.
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Project: The Springs Downtown (1101 W. Main St.)
Plan Case: DRB-03-21-7715 & HPC-03-21-7716

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION ANALYSIS
Historic
Resources
Survey:

The building was built in 1930 and had a historic integrity rating of “fair” per the 2013
survey, which stated that the one-story, one-part commercial block has red brick walls and
a flat roof. The front façade contains two irregular bays. The entrance is located in the
west bay. Large, full-height and full-width aluminum storefront windows dominate the front
façade in the east bay. A canvas awning protects the full-width of the storefront and covers
the entire parapet. The lot slopes down to the north, exposing the lower-level storefront.
The building shares a party wall with the building to the west. The survey did not indicate
the reasons for the “fair” rating, other than checking that the building has been altered
since it was constructed in 1930. A copy of the 2013 Historic Resources Survey has been
included for reference.

Historic
Conservation
Areas:
The building is included within Conservation Area 2 (as approved by the City Council in
2015). Conservation Area 2 (1000 and 1100 blocks of W. Main St.) is described as follows:
These two blocks comprise the historic commercial core of Blue Springs. One- and twostory masonry buildings sit on narrow city lots. These buildings form a solid streetwall that
directly abuts the public sidewalk, particularly in the 1100 block. Exterior alterations
comprise the integrity of the majority of the buildings in the district, but these resources
still clearly reflect their historic, and current, commercial function. Guidelines for façade
improvements, alterations, and infill could improve the integrity and density of the
commercial core, eventually rendering it eligible for local or National Register designation.
Review Criteria: In Conservation Areas, the Historic Preservation Commission provides a
recommendation to staff on whether or not the application impacts identifiable attributes that should be
protected and preserved based upon the most recent Historic Resources Survey.
STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION
Staff
Analysis:

As the application is for a building that is both within the Downtown Zoning District and a
Historic Conservation Area, staff is reviewing the impacts of the façade modifications to
the individual building and its relationship to other buildings within the block. Based on that
review, staff has the following comments:
• Although the building meets the minimum 50% masonry requirement, it is a reduction
in the existing masonry amount when CMU block is counted as masonry. Staff is
concerned that the introduction of wood siding, particularly on the front building
elevation, is out of character for the 1100-block of Main Street. Although wood siding
may have been characteristic of some buildings on Main Street in the early twentieth
century, many of those buildings were either rebuilt or resided with more substantial
building materials. The intent of the material standards in the Downtown Development
Code is to ensure a longer-lasting, sustainable appeal of the downtown. Although
wood siding may be sustainable in some regards (such as environmentally), the
maintenance of it (staining or painting) is needed more frequently than masonry
materials. Wood siding in recent years, both inside and outside of downtown, is
typically treated as an accent in upper portions of facades above storefront windows
(see Blue River Family Dental at 709 W. Main St. as an example). This in many ways
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Project: The Springs Downtown (1101 W. Main St.)
Plan Case: DRB-03-21-7715 & HPC-03-21-7716

•

•

mirrors earlier trends in the 1960s-1970s of using metal siding or paneling which is still
visible in the 1100-block of Main Street at 1111 W. Main St. (Then & Now Jewelry) and
1104-1110 W. Main St. In these cases, the metal siding or paneling was only in the
upper portions of the building and did not have ground-level contact, as is proposed
along much of the 11th Street façade. However, metal siding and paneling continues
to be removed to reveal the original masonry. Staff believes that the addition of the
wood siding on the front elevation and on the side façade closest to Main Street is not
an appropriate material based on the intent of the material standards in the Downtown
Development Code, as well as the historical context of the block. Therefore, staff
recommends, at a minimum the wood siding on the front elevation and the south
9-ft. of the side elevation be revised to brick to match the rest of the front
elevation.
Staff does not believe that the proposed parapet design meets the recommended
design standards for parapets which states, parapet walls should complement the
scale, materials, and color of the building. Parapet walls have historically been a
uniform height across the building façade or when there are variations in height the
parapet builds to a peak that is symmetrical on the façade. The parapet design is
reminiscent of an endcap tenant space on a late-twentieth century auto-oriented
shopping center design, which neither fits the building’s age (early-twentieth century)
or location (pedestrian-oriented downtown). As noted in the previous bullet point, staff
also has concerns with the materials on the parapet. Therefore, staff recommends
that the parapet height either be increased to a uniform height (e.g. the west twothirds of the parapet be increased by 2’ 8”) or the increased height at the corner
(already partially constructed) be removed to match the previous parapet height.
Staff does not have any concerns with the increased height of the parapet height,
provided that it is uniform and symmetrical in design and material.
Although the building and the block is not designated as a historic district, it is still in a
Historic Conservation Area, meaning that it has the potential to be eligible as a historic
district in the future provided that improvements do not further negatively impact the
historic integrity of the building and/or block. The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
of Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings, which are the
guidelines staff uses when reviewing historic structures, includes the following
recommendations when reviewing buildings that are part of a larger district or
neighborhood:
o It is not recommended to remove or radically change those features of the
district or neighborhood which are important in defining the overall historic
character so that, as a result, the character is diminished. Staff is concerned
that the material changes to the building are inappropriate for the historic
period of the building and the block. These changes are more
pronounced because it is a corner building and thus, could diminish the
historic character of not only the building, but the entire block.
o It is not recommended to introduce new construction into historic districts that
is visually incompatible or that destroys historic relationships within the district
or neighborhood. As noted in the sections above with regards to the
building materials and the parapet design, the elevations as proposed
are visually incompatible with the existing building and other buildings
within the block.
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Project: The Springs Downtown (1101 W. Main St.)
Plan Case: DRB-03-21-7715 & HPC-03-21-7716

Staff
Recommendation:
Staff recommends approval of the Downtown Application with the following five (5)
conditions:
1. Approval by the Downtown Review Board based on the representations of any
drawings presented as part of this application does not waive any requirement or
development standard contained in the UDC.
2. All wood siding (labeled nickel gap siding) on the front elevation and the south 9ft. of the NW 11th Street façade must be revised to brick veneer to match the
remainder of the front elevation.
3. The parapet height must either be increased or decreased to a uniform height.
4. The elevations as provided do not guarantee approval of the proposed mural
locations. A separate Master Sign Plan must be applied for and approved through
the required process.
5. Building permits are required to be submitted, reviewed, and approved prior to any
façade modifications and tenant finishes for the proposed future tenant(s).
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1. SURVEY NO.

JA-AS-068-122

2. SURVEY NAME:

3. COUNTY:

JACKSON

4. ADDRESS (STREET NO.)

5. CITY:

Vicinity

BLUE SPRINGS

6. UTM

OR

Blue Springs Historic Resource Inventory
STREET (NAME)

1101

LAT:

39.018638

LONG:

-94.377925

8. HISTORIC
NAME (IF

9. PRESENT/OTHER
NAME (IF KNOWN):

10. OWNERSHIP

11A. HISTORIC USE (IF KNOWN):

PRIVATE

PUBLIC

W

MAIN

ST

7. TOWNSHIP/RANGE/SECTION

T:

R:

S:

Special Events
11B. CURRENT USE:

COMMERCE/TRADE - Specialty Store

COMMERCE/TRADE - Specialty Store

HISTORICAL INFORMATION
12. CONSTRUCTION DATE:

15. ARCHITECT:

18. PREVIOUSLY SURVEYED?

CITE SURVEY NAME IN BOX 22 CONT.
(PAGE 2)

1930
13. SIGNIFICANT DATE/PERIOD:

16. BUILDER/CONTRACTOR:

19. ON NATIONAL REGISTER?

INDIVIDUAL
DISTRICT
CITE NOMINATION NAME IN BOX 22
CONT. (PAGE 2)
14. AREA(S) OF SIGNIFICANCE:

17. ORIGINAL OR SIGNIFICANT OWNER:

20. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBLE?

INDIVIDUALLY ELIGIBLE
DISTRICT POTENTIAL
C
NC
NOT ELIGIBLE
NOT DETERMINED
21. HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE ON CONTINUATION PAGE.

22. SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON CONTINUATION PAGE.

ARCHITECTURAL INFORMATION
23. CATEGORY OF PROPERTY:

37. WINDOWS:

30. ROOF MATERIAL:

HISTORIC

Unknown

BUILDING(S)

SITE

STRUCTURE

OBJECT

24. VERNACULAR OR PROPERTY TYPE:

Storefront
31. CHIMNEY PLACEMENT:

One-Part Commercial Block

38.

N/A

25. STYLE:

39. CHANGES (DESCRIBE IN BOX 41 CONT.):

Masonry

ADDITION(S)
ALTERED
MOVED
OTHER

33. EXTERIOR WALL CLADDING:

Rectangular

Brick

27. NO. OF STORIES:

DATE(S):
DATE(S): Unknown
DATE(S):
DATE(S):

ENDANGERED BY:

34. FOUNDATION MATERIAL:

1

ACREAGE (RURAL):

VISIBLE FROM PUBLIC ROAD?

32. STRUCTURAL SYSTEM:

26. PLAN SHAPE:

REPLACEMENT

PANE ARRANGEMENT:

Concrete block

28. NO. OF BAYS (1ST STORY):

40. NO OF OUTBUILDINGS (DESCRIBE IN BOX 40 CONT.):

35. BASEMENT TYPE:

2

Full

29. ROOF TYPE:

0
41. FURTHER DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING FEATURES
AND ASSOCIATED RESOURCES ON CONTINUATION

36. FRONT PORCH TYPE/PLACEMENT:

Flat with parapet

None

OTHER
42. CURRENT OWNER/ADDRESS:

43. FORM PREPARED BY (NAME AND ORG.):

REID & COLE REAL ESTATE VENTURES LL Rosin Preservation, LLC
215 W. 18th Street
16 K LAKE SHORE DRIVE
LAKE LOTAWANA MO

64086

44. SURVEY DATE:

Rachel Nugent

1/11/13
45. DATE OF REVISIONS:

Kansas City, MO 64108
816-472-4950 rachel@rosinpreservation.com

6/30/13

FOR SHPO USE
DATE ENTERED IN INVENTORY:

LEVEL OF SURVEY

RECONNAISSANC
NATIONAL REGISTER STATUS:

LISTED

OTHER:

IN LISTED DISTRICT

NAME:
PENDING LISTING

ELIGIBLE (INDIVIDUALLY)

ELIGIBLE (DISTRICT)

NOT ELIGIBLE

NOT DETERMINED
780-2125 (09-12

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH NEEDED?

INTENSIVE

YES

NO

Survey number: JA-AS-068-122

ADDRESS:

1101

W

MAIN

ST

1930

Page 2

Photographs
PHOTOGRAPHER

Brad Finch, f-stop Photography

DATE:

1/11/13

DESCRIPTION:

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
41. (CONT.) DESCRIPTION OF PRIMARY RESOURCE. EXPAND BOX AS NECESSARY, OR ADD CONTINUATION PA

The one-story, one-part commerical block has red brick walls and a flat roof. The front façade contains two irregular bays. The entrance is
located in the west bay. Large, full-height and full-width alumnium storefront windows dominate the front façade in the east bay. A canvas
awning protects the full-width of the storefront and covers the entire parapet. The lot slopes down to the north, exposing the lower-level
storefront. The building shares a party wall with the building to the west.

40. (CONT.) DESCRIPTION OF ENVIRONMENT AND OUTBUILDINGS. EXPAND BOX AS NECESSARY, OR ADD CONTINUATION PAGE

The commerical building is oriented to the south fronting Main Street. A wide concrete walk fronts the building with no set back. The building
is located on the east corner of a downtown block of commerical buildings.

21. (CONT.) HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE.EXPAND BOX AS NECESSARY, OR ADD CONTINUATION PAGE

"1 Story Fasle Front. C. 1920." [1986 Survey]. The Jackson County Tax Assessor has a construction date of 1930.

PRESERVATION RECOMMENDATION:

Integrity Rating: fair

Include in Conservation District #1
22. (CONT.) SOURCES OF INFORMATION. EXPAND BOX AS NECESSARY, OR ADD CONTINUATION PAG

PREVIOUS SURVEY NAME:

The Cultural Resources of Blue Springs, Missouri, 1986

Sally Schwenk, et al., "The Cultural Resources of Blue Springs, Missouri," 1986. Jackson County Tax Assessor.
LOCAL HISTORIC DESIGNATION:
LOCAL HISTORIC DESIGNATION DATE:
LOCAL HISTORIC DISTRICT C OR NC:

DRB-03-21-7715
HPC-03-21-7716
03/30/21
4/7/21 @ 4:00pm

Matt Wright, Asst. Dir.
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